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                  Introduction 
 

 
This paper describes the various network 
protocols used in the End to End IOT 
solutions. The core concept for IOT is 
enabling connectivity. We have various 
kinds of devices like Sensors, Actuators, 
Smart devices, Gateways, Drones, 
Machines, etc., are involved in an IOT 
solution. An IOT solution should be able to 
connect to these devices from Internet may 
be from a web application hosted in a cloud, 
or from a mobile application. And, it should 
enable device to device communication.  
 

The solution need to use the distinct types 
of protocols in different layers to 
communicate. IOT can be implemented in 

almost any kind of applications where 
collecting data from devices, analyzing 
them, take informed decision and 
controlling remotely benefit in cost 
reduction, efficiency, accuracy and better 
customer support. The solution will involve 
various kinds of devices based on the 
industry and application itself. 

An IOT platform that offers IOT developers 
to quickly prototype, build a complete IOT 
solution and manage IOT, should be able to 
support various protocols to develop IOT 
solution for various industries. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

This paper covers the details on the kinds of protocols available to build an 

IOT solution in Connectivity, Transport and Application layers and the most 

common out of them needed to be supported in an IOT platform. And it will 

have a section to present a PAASMER, an IOT platform and what IOT protocol 

support it offers for developers and how it is standing out from other IOT 

platforms. 
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                  IoT Protocols  
 

 

The networking protocols for IOT can be 
divided as follows, 

 Connectivity protocols. 
 Transport protocols. 
 Application layer protocols.  

The connectivity protocols will cover the 
protocols to communicate with sensors or 
any device that can be communicated in 

physical or wireless network. Transport 
protocols will cover the protocols used for 
host to host communication whereas the 
application layer protocols support 
communication in application level from 
end use interface to middleware layer and 
IOT Gateway devices  
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                  Connectivity Protocols  
 

 
This will be used to communicate with 
sensors or any device in physical or wireless 
network. Connectivity protocols can be 
defined into areas such as,  

 Personal Area Networks (PAN) 
 Local Area Networks (LAN) 
 Wide Area Networks (WAN) 

 

PAN 

 Bluetooth Mesh - BLE 

 Bluetooth mesh networks could be 
particularly well suited 
for the industrial IoT (IIoT). 

 Bluetooth can handle more data 
than these low-power protocols. 

 6LOWPAN 

 Allows smallest devices with 
limited processing ability to 
transmit information wirelessly 
using an internet protocol 

 Interoperability with other 
wireless 802.15.4 devices as well as 
with devices on any other IP 
network link (e.g., Ethernet or Wi-
Fi) with a simple bridge device. 

 Z-Wave 

 Z-Wave is one of the most widely 
used wireless standards in smart 
homes today. The Z-Wave Alliance 
cites more than 1,300 certified 
devices on the market and 35 
million compatible units sold 

 All service providers that provide a 
smartphone solution use ZigBee 
and Z-Wave because of 
interoperability 

 Z-Wave is the only technology on 
the market to deliver applications-
level interoperability and maintain 
backwards compatibility across all 
versions 

 Z-Wave is used by large brands 
like Honeywell, ADT, First Alert, 
AT&T, Jasco (maker of GE-
branded home products), LG and 
Verizon 

 Thread 

 Thread is an IP-based wireless 
networking protocol that is 
specially designed for low-power 
connected devices in the home 
automation space.  

 Being an open standard protocol, 
Thread is easy to use and 
incorporates the highest degree of 
encryption and authentication 
schemes. Because Thread is 
designed to be battery friendly, it 
requires very little energy to 
operate.  

 Devices that are part of a Thread 
network also create a mesh, 
providing excellent resiliency and 
eliminating the chance of a single 
point of failure.  

 Thread supports a wide variety of 
products, including appliances, 
access control, climate control, 
energy management, lighting, and 
security 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.lsr.com/embedded-wireless-modules/wifi-module
http://www.lsr.com/embedded-wireless-modules/wifi-module
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                  Connectivity Protocols  
 

 

WAN  

 3G GSM – Cellular support 

GSM is still the dominant mobile 
technology in many markets, and the 
vast majority of cellular M2M 
applications today use GPRS/EDGE 
for connectivity. GSM is likely to 
continue playing a key role in the IoT 
well into the future, due to its global 
coverage footprint, time to market 
and cost advantages. 

 LTE-M 

LTE-M brings new power-saving 
functionality suitable for serving a 
variety of IoT applications 
supporting wide range of IOT 
applications. 

 Narrowband -IoT  

Supports all applications – from 
advanced mobile broadband 
services, VoIP and all kinds of low- 
to high-end IoT use cases – creates a 
very strong value proposition. 

 

Transport Layer Protocols 

Transport layer protocols provide host-to-
host communication services for 
applications. Most well-known transport 
layer protocol is Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP) and it is used for connection 
oriented transporting. Other well-known 
Protocol is User Datagram Protocol, which 
is simpler transmission messaging protocol 
than TCP. 
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                  Application Layer Protocols  
 

 

Application layer protocols will be used for 
communication in application level. These 
protocols will be used in communicating 
between user application hosted in a cloud 
or a mobile application to middleware layer 
of the solution and this can be used to 
communicated directly with IOT Gateway 
devices based the support implemented in 
the IOT devices for the kind of protocol 
being used. 
 

The most popular application layer 
protocols are MQTT, CoAP, AMQP, 
Websocket and XMPP-IoT. Here is the 
analysis of advantages and disadvantages of 
these protocols.  

An analysis is done on what application 
layer protocols are supported by the popular 
IOT platforms in the Market. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Application Layer protocols 
supported by IOT Platform Providers 

 PTCThingWorx:  REST, MQTT, JDBC 
drivers, ADO drivers, XML, JSON file, 
CSV file, PTC’s AlwaysOn, Amazon’s IoT 
Service, Microsoft Azure’s IoT Hub 

 Autodesk SeeControl: Over 150 
device types and various protocols 
including UDP, CoAP, MQTT, 
HTTP, XMPP, DDS, Modbus and more. 

 Dassault Systems 
Netvibes: Samsung SAMI and HTTP 
API with OAuth Support 

 AWS IoT: HTTP, WebSockets and 
MQTT 

 Microsoft Azure: HTTPS, MQTT 
 and AMQP 

 Cisco’s Jasper: GSM and 3GPP for 
networking and Internet Standards 
like Web Services and RESTful APIs for 
SaaS 

 TheThings.iO: HTTP/HTTPS, MQTT 
and MQTT-S, CoAP, Websockets, 
Modbus, UDPand TCP 

 Paasmer: HTTP/HTTPS, MQTT, 
Restful API, CoAP 
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                  Application Layer Protocols  
 

 

Protocols Advantages Disadvantages 

MQTT 

 Easy to implement. 
 Useful for connections with remote 

location. 
 Small code footprint. 
 Lightweight. 
 Asymmetric client-server relationship. 

 No Error-handling. 
 Hard to add extensions. 
 Basic message queuing 

implementations. 
 Doesn’t address connection 

security. 

CoAP 

 Multicast support. 
 Low overhead. 
 Minimizing complexity of mapping with 

HTTP. 
 Communication models flexibility. 
 Low latency. 
 

 Doesn’t enable communication 
level security. 

 Few existing libraries and 
solution support. 

AMQP 

 Complex message queuing 
implementations. 

 ISO standard. 
 High routing reliable and security. 
 Easy extensible. 
 Symmetric client-server relationship. 

 Bagger packet size than other 
protocols. 

 Doesn’t support Last Value 
Queue (LVQ). 

Websocket 
 Simplifies the web communication and 

co-network compatibility. 
 Connection management. 

 Specific hardware requirements 
 No useful open source. 

implementation targeted at 
embedded system. 

XMPP-IoT 

 Real-time. 
 Low latency. 
 Easy understandable. 
 Easy extensible. 
 Any XMPP server may be isolated. 

 XML-based protocol, heavy 
data overhead. 

 Not suitable for embedded IoT 
applications. 
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                  IoT Protocols Support by PAASMER  S 
 

 

PAASMER  

PAASMER is a Platform as a Service 

solution for IOT developers to build IOT 

solutions quickly by providing all required 

development components, resources, WEB 

UI interface and Device SDKs. It offers 

device SDKs in various languages that 

supports most commonly used IOT devices 

to prototype an IOT solution. The platform 

offers REST API for developers to build 

their own web or mobile applications as part 

of the IOT solutions they build. It supports 

most commonly used IOT protocols 

The Device SDKs offered by Paasmer for 

developers support various IOT protocols. A 

single SDK can offer customers to support 

most common IOT open hardware 

platforms running various flavors of Linux 

and few selected constrained devices and 

IOT protocols used in all three layers.  

Here is the list of protocols supported in the 

developer SDKs, 

Connectivity Protocols 

 PAN: ZigBee 

 LAN: Eth  

 

 

Application Protocol 

 MQTT, HTTP, Restful API 

 

PAASMER SDK can be downloaded from 

the following Github link download link: 

https://github.com/PaasmerIoT 

The development is in progress to support 

the following protocols in coming months 

Connectivity Protocols 

 PAN: BLE and Thread 

 LAN: WiFi  

 WAN: Cellular 3G-GSM 

Application Protocol 

 CoAp, HTTP, Restful API 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

https://github.com/PaasmerIoT
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                  Conclusion 
 

 

PAASMER as a leading IOT platform helps IOT solution developers to quickly build any 

customized solution that may need diverse types of protocols support by providing SDKs with 

support for all the most common protocols used in the industries. As the PAASMER 

development team has built expertise in building all kinds of features that are required to build 

end to end IOT solution, the team can provide support and consultation to quickly build any 

complex IOT solutions. 

PAASMER Developer Portal: https://www.paasmer.co 
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                  About 
 

 

MoboDexter, Co-Founded by Ex-Intel veterans in 2013 is based out in New York, Bangalore and 

Singapore.  We are rapidly establishing itself as an innovative platform leader in the world of 

enterprise Internet of Things. In the booming and evolving Internet of Things market, 

MoboDexter has created a unique IoT platform to enable businesses to build their IoT products 

and solutions. PAASMER is a software suite that bundles all the elements needed to 

connect sensors, gateways, mobile application, cloud and analytics to develop, 

build and deploy connected IoT products quickly and efficiently. PAASMER’s end 

goal is to enable Artificial intelligence to “Things” so that Things are enabled with their own 

intelligence to act in the best interest of the user. Hence Machine learning and Deep learning are 

integral choices in the platform for our clients to leverage.  

The unique aspects of PAASMER platform that differentiates our platform from other IoT 

Platforms in the market are 

 Best In Class High Speed Edge Database 

 Innovative Edge Analytics 

 Modular Edge OS 

 Innovative Edge & Cloud Security  

 Dynamic Cloud Management 
  

MoboDexter is advised by Gartner Inc. In a recent Gartner survey, top 4 verticals seeing steep 

growth in IoT implementations are HealthCare, Connected Home, M2M & Retail. These are the 

same 4 verticals that are growth focus for PAASMER and has signed up clients across the world 

in each of these verticals. Our client implementations case studies are here. 

Raconteur Online wrote - “MoboDexter’s IoT Platform as a Service, named PAASMER, and 

has been built with an inside-out approach from gateway upwards or downwards that makes 

it more versatile and flexible to integrate than existing platforms” 

For more information visit:- www.mobodexter.com, www.paasmer.co. 

Follow Us:-  

    

            

http://www.paasmer.co/case%20study
http://www.mobodexter.com/
www.paasmer.co
https://twitter.com/mobodexter
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mobodexter
https://www.facebook.com/mobodexter
https://plus.google.com/114188935824882405049

